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Part A  

Complete the sentences with can and can’t. (5marks) 

1. I……… go to the party today, because I am sick. 

2. A: …………Noel cook Italian food? B :yes, he……… 

3. My sister ………swim very well, but she ……..play guitar. 

4.Elie ………ride a bike .she rides a bike to school 

everyday. 

5.Excuse me.I …….hear you. The music is too loud. 

Part B 

Complete the sentences with the correct form of present 

simple tense.(5 marks) 

1……………………….(you/use)your smartphone in your 

English lessons? 

No ,we…………………….. . we……………(not/have) 

 

2…………………….(your cousin/study)languages at the  

university? 

Yes , she …………………. She………….(speak)English 

,Arabic and French . 

 

3.that’s I ………………(not/understand) Arabic, but I 

…………….(want )to learn it. 
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Part C 
Complete the dialogue with correct answer.(4marks) 

A.Wow ,you’ve got new sunglasses. 

B.I am not very keen …….them. 

A. Are you interested………fashion? 

B. Not a lot, but I am in…… to shopping. 

A.When do you visit you teacher, then? 

B. I want ……..visit her ……..Friday. 

 
  

 

Part D 

Complete the sentences with the words below.(4 marks 

1.we always have PE …….the afternoon. 

2.call me tonight …….6am. 

3.the concert is ……..Saturday. 

4.He isn’t home at the moment .He is in Berlin ………the weekend. 

 

 

  

 

Part E 

Complete the sentences with this and these ,that and those. (5 marks) 

1…………….are my new friends .they are from Iran.(these, that) 

2…………….is my new house with two bathrooms.(these, this) 
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3. Michael is an engineer. …………is his companies.(those, that) 

4.My aunt live in Liverpool . ……….cars are my aunt’s cars.(those, 

this) 

 

Part F 

Please write the plural form of the nouns. (5marks) 

1.He buys some ………. from grocery shopping.(potato) 

2.she loves ………. . they are her favorite animals. (bunny) 

3.My father has two……….a son and a daughter.(child) 

4.I will never take …………… . (photo) 

 

Part G 

Choose the correct articles .a ,the or an. (5 marks) 

1.She’s got a gorgeous cat.  ………cat is white and It like ….. 

….pillow. 

2.Jason is ……….Ukrainian teacher .he love soccer and baseball. 

3.Jesica and her friends have ……..international university near 

their house. 

4.they saw …....police car near the shopping mall. ……police car 

arrived at 7. 
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Part H 

Write five sentences  about your favorite singer or actor .please mention their names 

and their ages ,the countries they were born  …) (7 marks) 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                      

 

 

 

 

 

 


